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Abstract 
 In this paper, aim at the disadvantages of standard Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm 

like being trapped easily into a local optimum, we improves the standard PSO and proposes a new 
algorithm to solve the overcomes of the standard PSO. The new algorithm keeps not only the fast 
convergence speed characteristic of PSO, but effectively improves the capability of global searching as 
well. Experiment results reveal that the proposed algorithm can find better solutions when compared to the 
standard particle swarm optimization algorithm. We use the proposed algorithm for digital circuit 
optimization design, and the final circuit is optimized in terms of complexity (with the minimum number of 
gates). 
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1. Introduction 
Swarm intelligence is an important research topic based on the collective behavior of 

decentralized and self-organized systems in computational intelligence. It consists of a 
population which simulates the animals behavior in the real world. Now there are many swarm 
intelligence optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, ant 
colony optimization, bee colony algorithm, differential evolution, fish-warm algorithm, etc. Due to 
the simple concept, easy implementation and quick convergence, PSO has gained much 
attention and been successfully applied in a variety of fields mainly for optimization problems. 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm was an intelligent technology first 
presented in 1995 by Eberhart and Kennedy, and it was developed under the inspiration of 
behavior laws of bird flocks, fish schools and human communities [1]. If we compare PSO with 
Genetic Algorithms (GAs), we may find that they are all maneuvered on the basis of population 
operated. But PSO doesn't rely on genetic operators like selection operators, crossover 
operators and mutation operators to operate individual, it optimizes the population through 
information exchange among individuals. PSO achieves its optimum solution by starting from a 
group of random solution and then searching repeatedly. Once PSO was presented, it invited 
widespread concerns among scholars in the optimization fields and shortly afterwards it had 
become a studying focus within only several years. A number of scientific achievements had 
emerged in these fields [2-4]. PSO was proved to be a sort of high efficient optimization 
algorithm by numerous research and experiments [5-8]. PSO is a meta-heuristic as it makes few 
or no assumptions about the problem being optimized and can search very large spaces of 
candidate solutions. However, meta-heuristics such as PSO do not guarantee an optimal 
solution is ever found. More specifically, PSO does not use the gradient of the problem being 
optimized, which means PSO does not require that the optimization problem be differentiable as 
is required by classic optimization methods such as gradient descent and quasi-Newton 
methods. PSO can therefore also be used on optimization problems that are partially irregular, 
noisy, change over time, etc. This paper improves the disadvantages of standard PSO being 
easily trapped into a local optimum and proposed a new algorithm which proves to be more 
simply conducted and with more efficient global searching capability. 
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2. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
The standard PSO algorithm works by having a population (called a swarm) of 

candidate solutions (called particles). These particles are moved around in the search space 
according to a few simple formulae. The movements of the particles are guided by their own 
best known position in the search space as well as the entire swarm's best known position. 
When improved positions are being discovered, they are used to guide the movements of the 
swarm. The process is repeated until that a satisfactory solution is discovered.  

In PSO, each solution is regarded as a bird in the search space and called “particle”. 
Each particle has a fitness value which is determined by a target function. The status of each 
particle includes its position and velocity. Its velocity determines its flying direction. All particles 
(the swarm) work together in searching for the optimal solution in the solution space. PSO 
achieves the searches via updating the status of each particle. At the beginning, it randomly 
initiates a group of particles (random solutions) with a specific position and velocity for each. It 
updates the status (its velocity and position, referring Formula (1) and (2) of each particle using 
the recorded best position experienced for this particle (called idbP  in Formula 1) and the best 

position of the whole swarm (called gdbP  in Formula 1) until now. This updating procedure 

continues until it reaches the maximum number of iterations, which is set up at the beginning. 
Through this iteratively updating, PSO finds (or approaches to) optimal solutions in the solution 
space. Thus, the status of each particle is updated not only based on itself best position ( idbP ) 

experienced, but also based on the best position of the whole swarm (its companions). That is, 
the particles inside the swarm share the information ( gdbP ). Specifically, for a particle id, its 

velocity and its position is updated according to the formula as follows respectively: 
 

'
1 2()( ) ()( )id id idb id gdb idV V rand P X rand P X                                                                    (1) 

 
' '
id id idX X V  �                                                                                      (2) 

 
where   is called the inertia weight. It is a proportion factor concerned with former velocity (
0 1  ). 1 and 2 are constant accelerating factors, normally 1 2= =2  . The random function 

()rand is to generate random numbers. idX represents the position of particle id . idV represents 

the velocity of particle id . idb and gdb represent the best position of the particle id  found and 
the best position of the whole swarm found respectively until this moment. 

In the formula (1) above, the first part represents the impact of the former velocity of the 
particle. It enables the particle to possess expanding tendency in the searching space, and thus 
makes the algorithm be more capable in global searching. The second part is called a cognition 
part. It represents the process of absorbing individual experience knowledge of the particle. The 
third part is called a social part. It represents the process of learning from the experience of 
other particles. It also shows the information sharing and social cooperation among particles. 

The most obvious advantage of PSO is that the convergence speed of the swarm is 
very high, scholars like Clerc [9] has presented proof on its convergence. Here a fatal weakness 
may result from this characteristic. With constant increase of iterations, the velocity of particles 
will gradually diminish and reach zero in the end. At this time, the whole swarm will be 
converged at one point in the solution space, if gbest particles haven't found gbest, the whole 
swarm will be trapped into a local optimum; and the capacity of swarm jump out of a local 
optimum is rather weak. The probability of the occurrence is especially high so far for multi-
peaks functions, we have test the algorithm for the multi-peaks benchmark functions to verify 
these. We select three multi-peaks functions for our experiment, the functions described as 
following and Table 1 is the experiment results. 

 
 

Table 1. Experiment Results 
Function Best Value Mean Value Worst Value minf

 
F1 1495.71 4224.775 7032.89 0 
F2 72.5069 101.410452 123.954 0 
F3 -5038.62 -4005.02 -3233.13 -12569.5 
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 Figure 1. Benchmark Function F1 
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Figure 2. Benchmark Function F2 
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 Figure 3. Benchmark Function F3 

 
 
3. Orthogonal Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
3.1. Orthogonal Initialization 

The traditional method of particle swarm optimization algorithm is randomly initialized 
population, that is, generate a series of random numbers in the solution space of the question. 
Design the new algorithm, we using the orthogonal initialization [10-12] in the initialization 
phase. For the general condition, before seeking out the optimal solution the location of the 
global optimal solution is impossible to know, for some high-dimensional and multi-mode 
functions to optimize, the function itself has a lot of poles, and the global optimum location of the 
function is unknown. If the initial population of chromosomes can be evenly distributed in the 
feasible solution space, the algorithm can evenly search in the solution space for the global 
optimum. Orthogonal initialization is to use the orthogonal table has the dispersion and 
uniformity comparable; the individual will be initialized uniformly dispersed into the search 
space, so the orthogonal design method can be used to generate uniformly distributed initial 
population. 
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3.2. Intergenerational Elite Mechanism 
 In standard PSO algorithm, the next flying direction of each particle is nearly definite, it 

can fly to the best individual and the best individuals for the whole swarm. From the above 
conclusion we may easily to know it will be the danger for being trapped into a local optimum. In 
order to decrease the possibility of being trapped into the local optimum, the improved PSO 
introduces elite selection strategy. Traditional genetic algorithm is usually complete the selection 
operation based on the individual's fitness value, in the mechanism of elite selection, the 
population of the front generation mixed with the new population which generate through 
genetic operations, in the mixed population select the optimum individuals according to a certain 
probability. The specific procedure is as follows:  

Step1: Using crossover and mutation operations for population P1 which size is N then 
generating the next generation of sub-populations P2; 

Step2: The current population P1 and the next generation of sub-populations P2 mixed 
together form a temporary population; 

Step3: Temporary population according to fitness values in descending order, to retain 
the best N individuals to form new populations P1. 

The characteristic of this strategy is mainly in the following aspects. First is robust, 
because of using this selection strategy, even when the genetic operations to produce more 
inferior individuals, as the results of the majority of individual residues of the original population, 
does not cause lower the fitness value of the individual. The second is in genetic diversity 
maintaining, the operation of large populations, you can better maintain the genetic diversity of 
the population evolution process. Third is in the sorting method, it is good to overcome 
proportional to adapt to the calculation of scale. This process of this strategy in improve PSO 
like this: To set particle number in the swarm as m, father population and son population add up 
to 2m. To select randomly q pairs from m; as to each individual particle i, if the fitness value of i 
is smaller than its opponents, we will win out and then add one to its mark, and finally select 
those particles which have the maximum mark value into the next generation. The experiment 
result shows that this strategy greatly reduces the possibility of being trapped into a local 
optimum when solving certain functions. 

We also use the three multi-peaks functions to test our new algorithm and the 
experiment result showed in Table 2. From the experiment results, we can say the new 
algorithm has got the better solution. 

 
 

Table 2. Experiment results 
Function Algorithm Best Value Mean Value Worst Value minf

 
F1 PSO 1495.71 4224.775 7032.89 0 

New 8.13E-29 10.46E-26 5.08E-24 0 
F2 PSO 72.5069 101.410452 123.954 0 

New 12.18E-12 0.070377 18.63E-25 0 
F3 PSO -5038.62 -4005.02 -3233.13 -12569.5 

New -8535.19 -7741.27 -5203.56 -12569.5 

 
 
4. Cicuit Design Experiment 

Evolutionary Electronics applies the concepts of genetic algorithms to the evolution of 
electronic circuits. The main idea behind this research field is that each possible electronic 
circuit can be represented as an individual or a chromosome of an evolutionary process, which 
performs standard genetic operations over the circuits. Due to the broad scope of the area, 
researchers have been focusing on different problems, such as placement, Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA) mapping, optimization of combinational and sequential digital circuits, 
synthesis of digital circuits, synthesis of passive and active analog circuits, synthesis of 
operational amplifiers, and transistor size optimization. Of great relevance are the works 
focusing on “intrinsic” hardware evolution in which fitness evaluation is performed in silicon, 
allowing a higher degree of exploration of the physical properties of the medium. This particular 
area is frequently called Evolvable Hardware [13-15]. 

In the sequence of this work, Coello, Christiansen and Aguirre presented a computer 
program that automatically generates high-quality circuit designs [16]. Miller, Thompson and 
Fogarty applied evolutionary algorithms for the design of arithmetic circuits [17]. Kalganova, 
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